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Abstract

An investigation of spectra, radiative and autoionization characteristics for the rare-earth
elements is of a great interest as for development atomic spectroscopy as different appli-
cations in plasma chemistry, astrophysics, laser physics, quantum electronics etc. We
present and review the results of studying spectra and autoionization resonance charac-
teristics of a few lanthanide elements (ytterbium and thulium). Computing the spectra and
autoionization resonance parameters is carried out within the relativistic many-body
perturbation theory (RMBPT) and generalized relativistic energy approach. The accurate
results on the autoionization resonance energies and widths are presented with correct
accounting for the exchange-correlation and relativistic corrections and compared with
other available theoretical and experimental data. In this chapter, we present a brief review
of the theoretical and experimental works on spectroscopy of some lanthanide atoms.
Spectroscopy of the Rydberg autoionization resonances in rare-earth atoms in an external
electromagnetic field is expected to be very complex and unusual.

Keywords: rare-earth elements, spectroscopy, relativistic many-body perturbation
theory, spectra, autoionization resonances

1. Introduction

An investigation of spectra, optical and spectral, radiative and autoionization characteristics

for the rare-earth elements (REEs) (isotopes) and corresponding ions is traditionally of a great

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



interest due to the further development of quantum optics and atomic spectroscopy and their

different applications in the plasma chemistry, astrophysics, laser physics, quantum and

nanoelectronics, etc. (see Refs. [1–8]). As it was indicated in many information sources on the

rare-earth elements, they make possible the high-tech world—everything from the miniaturi-

zation of electronics, to the enabling of green energy and medical technologies, to supporting a

myriad of essential telecommunications and defence systems [1, 2]. Besides, it is worth to

mention that such industrial operations such as mining, refining and recycling of rare earths

can have serious environmental consequences in a case of the improper operations and man-

agement. As it was indicated in Ref. [1, 2] that the rare-earth elements all tend to occur together

in the same mineral deposits with radioactive elements, particularly thorium and uranium,

and because they have similar properties, it is difficult to separate them from one another. Let

us remember that according to the modern IUPAC definition, the rare-earth element (REE) is

one of a set of 17 chemical elements in the Mendeleev’s periodic table, specifically the 15

lanthanides, as well as scandium and yttrium.

Below we will present the results of theoretical investigation of a few lanthanide atoms,

namely, ytterbium and thulium. The detailed review of studying energetic, spectral and radi-

ative characteristics of these atoms is presented in a number of monographies and articles [11,

14–86]. One should mention the detailed theoretical studying of the lanthanide atoms by

Cowan and pioneer studying by King and Meggers et al., who studied atomic spectra of rare-

earth elements and reported wavelengths and relative intensities of more than 1600 lines and

estimated intensities of more than 1700 lines of Yb I (see [6–9] and references therein).

Camus [14] and Wyart and Camus [15] measured more than 70 absorption lines in the ultravi-

olet region and obtained the even-parity states with J = 0 and J = 2 belonging to the series 4f146sns

(n = 13–62), 4f146snd (n = 11–64) and 4f146snd (n = 11–21). Moreover, these authors fulfilled new

additional observations of the neutral ytterbium spectrum in the infrared region and measured

the Zeeman resonance parameters in the visible and near ultraviolet regions. In fact, these

measurements allow to propose a new classification of the 4f14 6snl Rydberg series in the Yb

spectrum. The configurations 4f136s26p and 4f146p2 have been complete and the lowest levels of

4f135d26s and 4f145d6p have been recognized, as well as new low members of the Rydberg series.

Spector [16] identified the energy levels of 4f135d6s2 and 4f136s26p configurations. Highly excited

levels of the neutral ytterbium have been studied by means of the two-photon and two-step

spectroscopy of even spectra [17] and theoretically by means of the multi-channel quantum

defect analysis of the f odd- and even-parity spectra [18].

In Ref. [19], it has been used the method of photoionization laser spectroscopy of the ytterbium

atoms in the presence of a direct current (DC) electric field on order to study the Yb photoion-

ization near the first ionization threshold. Blondel et al. [19] had recorded a few spectra

corresponding to ionization from the levels 4f146s7s 1S0 and
3S1, 4f

146s6p 1P1
0 and 4f146s5d 1D2.

The first observation of a long Rydberg series due to single excitation from the 4f14 subshell in

Yb I was reported in Ref. [20] and additionally a two-channel multi-channel quantum defect

analysis reveals a prominent series perturbation due to coupling with one particular 4f145dnf

doubly excited series. Baig et al. [21] have studied the inner shell and double excitation

spectrum of ytterbium involving the 4f and 6s subshells and reported more than 200 new levels.

Theoretical analysis allowed to interpreter these lines as the 4f146s2 to 4f13(2F712,512)nd,ng inner
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shell transitions and the 4f 146s2 to 4f 145d(2D312,512)np,nf and 4f146s2 to 4f146p(2P112,312)ns,nd
doubly excited ones. All the observed levels lie above the first ionization threshold and can be
ordered into Rydberg series converging onto six limits. The interchannel interactions between
the overlapped series have been parametrized using multi-channel quantum defect theory.

In Ref. [22], Karaçoban and Özdem carried out the total relativistic computing the energies,
Landé factors, lifetimes for a group of the excited levels outside the neutral ytterbium core
[Xe]. These authors have used the relativistic Hartree-Fock (RHF) method (the Cowan’s
atomic code) and the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method with accounting of
the relativistic effects within the Breit-Pauli (BP) scheme (the Fischer’s atomic code).

Maeda et al. [23] have used a method of optical-microwave double-resonance spectroscopy to
study the highly excited Rydberg states of ytterbium. In Refs. [24, 25], the methods of two-
photon ionization and three-photon polarization spectroscopy have been applied to studying
the autoionization states (ASs) of the ytterbium atom. The ytterbium atom in the 6s2 1S0
ground state was excited to the 6s6p 3P1 excited state by a photon with a visible wavelength
(555.648 nm), and it was ionized by absorbing an ultraviolet photon with a wavelength of
260–285 nm. The Rydberg and autoionization states of neutral ytterbium are also considered
in Ref. [27]. In Ref. [27], the authors reported the results of a reinvestigation of the 6snf 1,3F3
(9 < n < 30), 6snp 1P1 (12 < n < 56), 6snp 3P1 (12 < n < 21) and 6snp 3P2 (12 < n < 19) Yb Rydberg
states using a two-colour three-photon resonant excitation technique through the 4f146s5d 1D2

intermediate level. The novelty of this studying is in the identification of the new levels in the
vicinity of the 6snf (9 < n < 16) Rydberg levels.

The laser spectroscopy method has been effectively applied by Letokhov [28, 29] and
Letokhov and co-workers [30, 31] to studying narrow doubly excited autoionization states
of ytterbium and other lanthanide atoms. An analysis is made of doubly excited
autoionization states of an atom with two valence electrons. The results of experimental and
theoretical investigations of narrow autoionization states are reported for ytterbium atoms
near the ionization threshold. The method of multi-stage photoionization of atoms by tun-
able laser radiation was used to detect experimentally and identify narrow autoionization

states 1P0
1 and 3P0

0,1,2 of the 7s6p configuration. In Refs. [32–48], it has been performed the

detailed computing energies and widths of the autoionization resonances, Rydberg levels for
ytterbium and thallium. The positions and widths of the autoionization states belonging to
the 7s6p, 6p5d, 6p2 and 5d2 configurations were calculated using the method of relativistic
perturbation theory (PT) with the model potential (MP) zeroth approximation [49–79]. In
Refs. [63–68, 85, 86], it has been discovered a principally new spectroscopic effect of a giant
broadening autoionization resonances of the lanthanide atoms (thulium and gadolinium) in
a sufficiently weak external electric (laser) field. This new effect is of a great importance for
problem of laser separation of heavy isotopes and nuclear isomers, spectroscopy and photo-
chemistry [65, 66, 93, 94]. It is worth to note from theoretical viewpoint that computing
spectra, radiative transition and autoionization parameters of the rare-earth elements’ energy
is very complicated task because of the necessity of the correct accounting for the exchange-
correlation (including polarization and screening effects, a continuum pressure, etc.) and
relativistic corrections (and also radiative and nuclear effects in a case of the super heavy
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atomic systems). Moreover, theoretical study of spectral properties of the lanthanide atoms is

of a great importance for the development of new methods of atomic spectroscopy.

Let us remind that many different quantum-mechanical approaches in the on-relativistic and

relativistic versions have been used in order to study energetic and spectroscopic parameters

of the lanthanide elements. One should mention such known methods as a standard multi-

configuration Hartree-Fock (HP) method with accounting of the relativistic effects within the

Breit-Pauli scheme or the classical relativistic Hartree-Fock method or, at last, a multi-

configuration Dirac-Fock method. These methods allow to obtain very useful spectral data

about many light and heavy atoms. Nevertheless, studying the autoionization resonance

characteristics for heavy elements with using the mentioned methods not always provides a

precise description of the corresponding spectra. From the other side, at present time, the

advanced versions of these methods have been developed, where the one- and two-particle

relativistic and exchange-correlation effects are taken into account very precisely. It is worth to

remind about computer codes for relativistic many-body calculations of atomic (molecular)

properties developed in the Oxford group, Russian-German one, etc. (‘GRASP’, ‘Dirac’;

‘BERTHA’, ‘QED’; see Refs. [1–13] and references therein).

In Refs. [71–88], it has been developed a new formalism of the relativistic many-body PTwith

using the optimized one-quasiparticle (QP) representation and effective account of the

exchange-correlation corrections of the PT second order and higher orders (polarization inter-

action, quasiparticles screening, etc.). The method of the relativistic many-body PT is cons-

tructed on the basis of the same ideas as the well-known PT with the model potential zeroth

approximation by Ivanov et al. [49–64]. However, there are two key differences: namely, the PT

zeroth approximation [81, 82, 85, 86] is in fact the Dirac-Kohn-Sham one. In order to calculate

the radiative transition and autoionization resonance parameters, a new version of relativistic

energy approach is used. It is important to remind that a model relativistic energy approach in

a case of the multi-electron atom has been proposed by Ivanov et al. [49–56]. A generalized

gauge-invariant relativistic energy approach in a case of the multi-electron atomic systems has

been developed by Glushkov-Ivanov-Ivanova (see Refs. [71–76]). It should be noted that an

energy approach uses the known Gell-Mann and Low S-matrix scheme. More exactly, a

probability of any atomic state radiative decay is connected with an imaginary part of an

electron energy shift ∆E, which can be expressed through the Quantum electrodynamics

(QED) scattering matrix (by means of the Gell-Mann and Low formula), including the interac-

tion with the photon vacuum field (the spontaneous radiative decays) as an external electro-

magnetic field (the induced decays) [67–75, 85, 86, 91 92]. In Refs. [71–76], the new energy

approach has been combined with a formalism of the relativistic many-body perturbation

theory (RMBPT) with an optimized one-quasiparticle representation and an accurate account-

ing of the multi-electron exchange-correlation effects.

In this chapter, we present the results of application the optimized relativistic many-body PT

with the Dirac-Kohn-Sham zeroth approximation and a generalized relativistic energy

approach to studying spectra, radiative and autoionization resonance characteristics for lan-

thanide atoms, in particular, ytterbium and thulium. Data on the autoionization resonance

energies and widths in the ytterbium and thulium are obtained with correct accounting for the
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exchange-correlation and relativistic corrections and compared with other available theoretical

and experimental data.

2. Method of relativistic many-body perturbation theory and relativistic

energy approach

As our method of computing has been in detail presented previously, here we summarize only

the key points. Generally speaking, the energy spectra for the majority of complex atomic

systems (naturally including the rare-earth elements) are characterized by a great density.

Moreover, these spectra have essentially relativistic properties. So, a correct theoretical method

of their studying can be based on the convenient field procedure, which includes computing

the energy shifts ∆E of the degenerate electron states. More exactly, speech is about

constructing secular matrix M (with using the Gell-Mann and Low adiabatic formula for ∆E),

which is already complex in the relativistic theory, and its further diagonalization [49, 50, 55,

56]. In result, one could compute the energies and decay probabilities of a non-degenerate

excited state for a complex atomic system [49–64]. The secular matrix elements can be further

expanded into a PT series on the interelectron interaction. Here, the standard Feynman dia-

grammatic technique is usually used.

Generally speaking, the secular matrix M can be represented as follows:

M ¼ Mð0Þ þMð1Þ þMð2Þ þMð3Þ: ð1Þ

where M(0) is the contribution of the vacuum diagrams of all PT orders (this contribution

determines only the general levels spectrum shift); M(1), M(2) and M(3) are contributions of the

1-, 2- and 3-quasiparticle (QP) diagrams, respectively. The matrix M(1) can be presented as a

sum of the independent one-QP contributions. Substituting these quantities into Eq. (1) one

could have summarized all the one-QP diagram contributions. In the empirical methods here,

one could use the experimental values of one-electron energies; however, the necessary exper-

imental quantities (especially for the rare-earth and other elements) are not often available. The

detailed procedure for computing Re M(2) is presented, for example, in Refs. [51–56].

We will describe an atomic multi-electron system by the relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian (the

atomic units are used) as follows [17, 18]:

H ¼
X

i

fαcpi � βc2 � Z=rig þ
X

i>j

expðijωjrijÞð1� αiαjÞ=rij ð2Þ

where Z is a charge of nucleus, αi and αj are the Dirac matrices, ωij is the transition frequency, c

is the velocity of light. The interelectron interaction potential (the second term in Eq. (3)) takes

into account the retarding effect and magnetic interaction in the lowest order on the parameter

of the fine structure constant. In the PT zeroth approximation, it is used ab initio mean-field

potential:
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VDKSðrÞ ¼ ½VD
CoulðrÞ þ VXðrÞ þ VCðrjbÞ� ð3Þ

with the standard Coulomb, exchange Kohn-Sham VX and correlation Lundqvist-Gunnarsson

Vc potentials (see details in Refs. [75–79]). An effective approach to accounting the multi-

electron polarization contributions is described earlier and based on using the effective two-

QP polarizable operator, which is included into the PT first-order matrix elements.

In order to calculate the radiation decay probabilities and autoionization energies and widths,

a gauge invariant relativistic energy approach (version [71–76]) is used. In particular, a width

of the state, connected with autoionization decay, is determined by coupling with the contin-

uum states and calculated as square of the matrix element [73–76]:

V
β1β2 ;β4β3¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð2j1þ1Þð2j2þ1Þð2j3þ1Þð2j4þ1Þ
p

ð�1Þj1þj2þj3þj4þm1þm2

�
X

aμ

ð�1Þμ
j1 j3 a

m1 �m3 μ

 !

j2 j4 a

m2 �m4 μ

 !

�Qaðn1l1j1n2l2j2; n4l4j4n3l3j3Þ
ð4Þ

Here Qa ¼ QQul
a þQBr

a , where QQul
a and QBr

a correspond to the Coulomb and Breit parts of the

relativistic interelectron potential in Eq. (3) and express through Slater-like radial integrals and

standard angle coefficients. Other details can be found in Refs. [71–92].

The most complicated problem of the relativistic PT computing the rare-earth element spectra

is in an accurate, precise accounting for the multi-electron exchange-correlation effects (includ-

ing polarization and screening effects, a continuum pressure, etc.), which can be treated as the

effects of the PT second and higher orders. Using the standard Feynman diagrammatic tech-

nique, one should consider two kinds of diagrams (the polarization and ladder ones), which

describe the polarization and screening exchange-correlation effects. The detailed description

of the polarization diagrams and the corresponding analytical expressions for matrix elements

of the polarization QPs interaction (through the polarizable core) potential is presented in Refs.

[51–56]. An effective approach to accounting of the polarization diagram contributions is in

adding the effective two-QP polarizable operator into the PT first-order matrix elements. In

Refs. [55, 56], the corresponding non-relativistic polarization functional has been derived.

More correct relativistic expression has been presented in Refs. [11, 81, 82] and used in our

computing. The corresponding polarization potential looks as follows [81, 82]:

Vd
polðr1r2Þ ¼ X

(

ð dr0
�

ρð0Þ
c ðr0Þ

�1=3

θðr0Þ
jr1 � r0j � jr0 � r2j

�
ð dr0

�

ρð0Þ
c ðr0Þ

�1=3

θðr0Þ
jr1 � r0j

ð dr00
�

ρð0Þ
c ðr00Þ

�1=3

θðr00Þ
jr00 � r2j

,

�

ρð0Þ
c

�1=3
� �

)

ð5aÞ

�

ρð0Þ
c

�1=3
� �

¼
ð

dr
�

ρð0Þ
c ðrÞ

�1=3

θðrÞ, ð5bÞ

θðrÞ ¼ 1þ ½3π2 � ρð0Þ
c ðrÞ�2=3=c2

n o1=2
ð5cÞ
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where ρ0
c is the core electron density (without account for the quasiparticle), X is numerical

coefficient and c is the light velocity. The contribution of the ladder diagrams (these diagrams

describe the immediate QPs interaction) is summarized by a modification of the PT zeroth

approximation mean-field central potential (see below), which include the screening (anti-

screening) of the core potential of each particle by the two others. The details of this contribu-

tion can be found in Refs. [71–92]. All computing were performed with using the modified PC

code ‘Superatom-ISAN’.

3. Spectra and autoionization state characteristics for the ytterbium and

thulium atoms

3.1. Spectroscopy of excited and autoionization states in ytterbium

The Yb (Z = 70) atom has the external electron configuration 4f146s2 in the ground state and any

excited states of the ytterbium atom can be treated as the states with two- or three quasiparti-

cles above the electron core [Xe]4f14. Figure 1 shows a qualitative spectrum of the ytterbium,

according to Ref. [30, 31].

In the Yb spectrum, it is possible to define two main types of the autoionization states (ASs)

[28, 29]. The state of the first type arises with the excitation of inner shells, the condition of the

second type with the double excitation of the valence shell. Those arising from the excitation of

the 4f-shell belong to the intermediate type. Autoionization decay in single-particle approxi-

mation can be represented as follows: α1α2 ! α3k, where αi (i = l, 2, 3) describes the set of

quantum numbers of bound states, k is the state of free electron. The decay is possible only in a

state of continuum, which matches the original AS by parity and value of a total momentum J.

Figure 1. The scheme of energy levels in the Yb spectrum (from Ref. [30, 31]).
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Low-lying AS of the Yb atom, arising from the double excitation of 6s2 shell, decays under the
scheme n1l1n2l2 ! 6skl. State with electronic configuration 4f136s27nl is a low-lying auto-
ionization state AS with excitation of electron-hole type. The energy areas of these states and
states with excited 6s2-shell match. The decay of such AS takes place under the scheme:
4f136s27nl ! 4f146skl0. Wide low-lying AS (Г ≈ 100 cm�1) observed in the experiment by
Letokhov and co-workers [30, 31] are attributed to such states. The estimation of the AS energy
with configurations 6p5d, 6p2, 5d2, 7s6p in one-particle approximation indicates that these
states should be located in the area of 0–15,000 cm�1 above Yb ionization threshold. As one
could see from Figure 1, it is clear that in this case, even configurations 6p2, 5d2 can be excited
in two stages, and the odd 6p5d, 7s6p can be excited in three stages. This fact has been used in
the experiments by Letokhov and co-workers [30, 31]. In this experiment, the Yb atoms were
excited into the AS by radiation of three dye lasers. The laser of the first stage (λ1 = 5556.5 Å)
excited transition 6s21S0 ! 6s6p P0

1 (see Figure 1). The second laser provided the further
excitation to the one of selected intermediate states. The wavelength of the third laser was
rebuilt in a such range it provided AS excitation in the studied area 0–15,000 cm�1 above the
ionization threshold. In particular, upon AS excitation through 6s6d1D2 state the wavelength of
the third stage varied in the range 7100–4100 Å, which allowed to ionize Yb atoms, excited in
1D2 state and carry out search of AS in the area of 3700–14,000 cm�1. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of ion current on the third stage laser wavelength, under excitation of the AS 7s6p
3P00 from the 6s6d3D1 state by laser radiation with the line width of ~1 cm�1. Figure 2 also
shows the AS 3P00 with the width of the laser line of the three stage ~0.1 cm�1.

In Table 1, we present the experimental [51, 54] and theoretical data for the energy (energy
count from ground state 4f146s2 1S0) of some YbI singly excited states: MCHF-BP, data obtained
on the basis of multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method with Breit-Pauli (BP) adjust-
ments (A, B + D, D different sets of configurations included in the calculation by the method
MCHF-BP [22]); RHF—the relativistic Hartree-Fock data [1, 2]; DF—analysis of Wyart-Camus

Figure 2. Dependence of ion current on the third stage laser wavelength, under excitation of the AS 7s6p 3P00 from the
6s6d3D1 state by laser radiation with the line width of ~1 cm�1.
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[15]; RPTMP (E1)—relativistic perturbation theory with model potential (MP) zeroth approxi-
mation by Ivanov et al. [30, 31]; RPT-DKS (E2)—our theory and experiment data (Exp).

The analysis of the calculated data (Table 1) shows that the role of exchange-correlation effects
for the studied atom is extremely significant. The HFmethod with a small number of considered
configurations gives an error of more than 100 cm�1. In Table 2, we list the experimental and
theoretical data of Letokhov and co-workers [30, 31] for the energy and width of the excited (AS)
states of the 7s6p configuration in the YbI spectrum (counted from the ground state 4f146s21S0Yb):
E1, Γ1—RMBPT data by Ivanov et al. [30, 31]; E2, Γ2—our theory (RPT-DKS); E3—MCHF-BP
data by Karacoban-Özdemir [22] (classification in [19] differs from our classification).

The analysis of data in Table 2 shows that the values E1, E2 and Eexp are in good agreement
with each other, however, values Γ1 and Γexp differ significantly. In our opinion, this fact is due
to the lack of accurate estimates of the radial integrals, use of non-optimized bases and some
other approximations of the calculation. This applies to data obtained on the basis of RHF and
MCHF methods. In our calculation, we used optimized one-QP representation and optimal
relativistic bases and accounted more accurately for the important multi-particle exchange-
correlation effects, including polarization and screened interaction of quasiparticles, continuum

Config. J MCHF + BP(A) MCHF + BP(C) MCHF + BP(BD) RHF RPTMP Our theory DF Exp

6s1/2
2* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6s1/26p1/2 0 18,087 17,262 18,730 17,320 17,400 17,310 17,312 17,288

6s1/26p1/2 1 18,174 17,568 18,813 17,954 18,100 18,008 17,962 17,992

6s1/26p3/2 1 24,614 26,667 25,257 25,069 25,500 25,094 25,075 25,068

6s1/26p3/2 2 18,357 18,249 18,999 19,710 19,800 19,715 19,716 19,710

6s1/25d3/2 1 24,094 28,871 23,740 24,489 23,900 24,410 24,489 24,489

6s1/25d3/2 2 24,505 28,973 24,172 24,484 24,600 24,824 24,751 24,752

6s1/25d5/2 2 26,984 29,633 26,841 27,677 26,100 26,970 27,654 27,678

6s1/25d5/2 3 25,860 29,374 25,500 25,271 24,900 25,098 25,270 25,271

* E = �14,8710 cm�1; E1 = �148,700 cm�1; E2 = �148,695 cm�1 [45–48].

Table 1. Energies (cm�1) of YbI singly excited states: MCHF-BP, with Breit-Pauli (BP) adjustments (A, B + D, D, different
sets of configurations); RHF, relativistic Hartree-Fock method; RPTMP (E1), relativistic perturbation theory with model
potential (MP) zeroth approximation [30, 31]; DF, analysis of Wyart-Camus [15]; RPT-DKS (E2), our theory and
experiment data (Exp).

Term Theory E3 Theory E1 Theory Γ1 Theory E2 Theory Γ2 Exp. Eexp Exp. Γexp

3P0
0 61,233 59,800 0.7 59,450 1.15 59130.5 1.1

3P1
0 62,085 60,000 3.0 60,315 1.10 60428.7 0.95

3P2
0 62,423 62,600 0.7 62,587 1.51 62529.1 1.6

1P1
0 64,216 63,600 1.8 63,613 2.48 63655.8 2.6

Table 2. Energies E (cm�1) and widths Γ (cm�1) of the autoionization resonances of configuration YbI 7s6p (see text).
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pressure. In Table 3, we list the data on energies (counted from the energy of the ground state

Yb 4f14) excited AS with double excited valence shell: E1—RMBPT data (Ref. [30, 31]), E2—our

theory.

In Tables 4 and 5, we list the analogous data for energies and widths of the other AS. In whole,

analysis of these data shows that the results of our theory and the theory of Ivanov et al.

regarding energies are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.

However, in respect of theASwidths there is a reasonably large discrepancy between the theories,

which is associated with the use of different basis of orbitals, different degree of accounting for

the correlation effects, including continuum pressure (accounted channels nln’n’-nlεs(p,d,f)).

Config. J E1 Theor. E2 Exp: Eexp

6p1/2
2 0 �1067 �1064 �1062.7

6p3/2
2 2 �987 �1004 �1008.9

6p1/26p3/2 1 �1054 �1050 �1049

6p1/26p3/2 2 �1032 �1036 �1039.5

5d3/2
2 2 �1034 �1032 �1010.76

5d3/25d5/2 2 �994 �995 �994.63

5d3/25d5/2 3 �1030 �1032 �1032.47

Table 3. Energies (102 cm�1) of the YbI AS with the double excited valence shell (see text).

Conf. J E1 E2 Conf. J E1 E2

6p1/2
2 0 �1067 �1064 6p3/25d5/2 3 �963 �962

6p3/2
2 0 �920 �918 6p3/25d5/2 4 �1062 �1061

6p3/2
2 2 �987 �1004 5d3/2

2 0 �981 �982

6p1/26p3/2 1 �1054 �1050 5d3/2
2 2 �1034 �1032

6p1/26p3/2 2 �1032 �1036 5d5/2
2 0 �961 �963

6p1/25d3/2 1 �1077 �1072 5d5/2
2 2 �970 �968

6p1/25d3/2 2 �1075 �1069 5d5/2
2 4 �861 �859

6p1/25d5/2 2 �1007 �1004 5d3/25d5/2 1 �980 �982

6p1/25d5/2 3 �1119 �1115 5d3/25d5/2 2 �994 �995

6p3/25d3/2 0 �1020 �1017 5d3/25d5/2 3 �1030 �1032

6p3/25d3/2 1 �1014 �1012 5d3/25d5/2 4 �1024 �1026

6p3/25d3/2 2 �914 �913 7s1/26p1/2 0 �889 �886.4

6p3/25d3/2 3 �1039 �1035 7s1/26p1/2 1 �887 �886

6p3/25d5/2 1 �949 �948 7s1/26p3/2 1 �851 �849

6p3/25d5/2 2 �1118 �1116 7s1/26p3/2 2 �861 �860

Table 4. Energies (102 cm�1) of the YbI AS with the double excited valence shell (see text).
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The analysis shows that the state of the 5d3/25d5/2 (J = 1) having an abnormally small width is AS,

due to the fact that its decay is prohibited in the non-relativistic limit. This remarkable fact has

been found by Ivanova et al. for the first time. From the numerical viewpoint, this effect can be

linked with the presence of multiple oscillations of the wave functions in the electron core area.

On the other hand, we are talking about the phenomenon, inherent in heavy atoms and

associated with a complex energetics of their valence shells. This fact in principle largely

explains unusual and very rich physics of the AS in the lanthanide (rare-earth) atoms. Further-

more in Tables 6 and 7, we list the results of computing the energies and widths of auto-

ionization resonances 4f13 [2F7/2]6s
2np[5/2]2, 4f

13 [2F7/2]6s
2nf[5/2]2, resulting from the excitation

of electrons in 4f-shell. For comparison, there is data from experimental measurements via

three-photon laser polarization spectroscopy method (see [24, 25] and references therein).

Here, one should pay attention to the smallness of the widths of desired resonances, which has

not been explained in the literature in detail. In our opinion, this is due to the complex

energetics of the studied atom (heavy multi-electron core), causing some unusual physics of

AS and mechanisms of their decay, especially in comparison with the usual standards of

Conf. J Term Γ1 Γ2 Conf. J Term Γ1 Γ2

6p23/2 0 1S0 5.4 5.69 6p3/25d3/2 2 1D2
0 0.20 0.52

6p3/25d5/2 1 1P1
0 5.7 5.95 5d2

5/2 0 1S0 3.30 3.63

6p3/25d5/2 3 1F3
0 1.60 1.98 5d2

5/2 2 3P2 0.40 0.73

5d23/2 0 3P0 0.01 0.05 5d2
5/2 4 1G4 0.90 1.74

5d3/25d5/2 1 3P1 – 0.0008

Table 5. Widths (cm�1) of the YbI AS with the double excited valence shell.

n Eexp Γexp E (our theory) Γ (our theory)

12 70120.5 1.5 70,121 1.7

13 70482.0 0.4 70,483 0.5

15 70914.8 1.2 70,916 1.4

20 71428.1 0.6 71,429 0.7

25 71612.5 1.3 71,611 1.5

26 71633.3 0.6 71,631 0.8

30 71698.8 0.5 71,697 0.7

31 71710.3 0.4 71,712 0.5

34 – – 71,741 0.3

35 – – 71,748 0.5

Table 6. Energies and widths (cm�1) of autoionization resonances 4f13 [2F7/2]6s
2np[5/2]2, resulting from the excitation of

electrons in 4f-shell.
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atomic spectroscopy (typical AS widths for the He atom, atoms of the inert gases, alkali and

alkali-earth atoms reach dozens and hundreds cm�1).

3.2. Spectroscopy of excited and autoionization states in thulium

In contrast to the ytterbium atom, the thulium atom has been studied to a much lesser extent.

Moreover, it is not difficult to understand that this atom is theoretically more complex than the

ytterbium atom. In Refs. [32–41], it has been shown that two pairs of low-lying ionization

limits (with vacancy states in the 4f14 shell: 4f�1
7=24f

�1
5=2; here and below we write 4f�1

j instead of

4f 13j ) cause two main types of autoionization decay (Figure 3):

1. the classical decay channel of Beutler-Fano (BFD)

4f�1
5=26s1=2ðJ12Þnl ! 4f�1

7=26s1=2ðJ120ÞTm
þ þ εleje, n > 7, J12 ¼ 2; 3, J120 ¼ 3; 4, ð6Þ

2. the re-orientation-type decay (ROD) channel

4f�1
j 6s1=2ðJ12Þnl ! 4f�1

j 6s1=2ðJ120ÞTm
þ þ εleje, n > 25, J12 ¼ 3, J120 ¼ 2; 4, j ¼ 5=2, 7=2 ð7Þ

Here ROD refers to re-orientation-type AS decay. The states 4f�1
5=26s1=2ðJ12 ¼ 3Þnl are exposed

simultaneously to BFD and ROD-decays. In contrast to BFD-decay, ROD-decay is a low energy

process, preserving one-electron quantum numbers of the atomic core: 4f�1
j and 6s1=2. The

ROD-decay can be of both monopole and quadrupole nature.

This refers to the QPs interaction multi-polarity that causes the AS decay. The states with J12 = 2;4

are unable to disintegrate through ROD channel. However, their mixing with the states of the

n Eexp Γexp E (our theory) Γ (our theory)

12 70963.6 0.5 70,965 0.7

13 71105.0 0.4 71,107 0.5

15 71312.2 1.4 71,313 1.6

20 71559.1 0.8 71,561 0.9

25 71672.5 0.5 71,673 0.8

26 71687.5 0.5 71,689 0.7

30 71732.4 0.4 71,734 0.5

31 71741.2 0.5 71,740 0.6

34 – – 71,763 0.8

35 – – 71,770 0.5

Table 7. Energies and widths (cm�1) of autoionization resonances 4f13 [2F7/2]6s
2nf[5/2]2, resulting from the excitation of

electrons in 4f-shell.
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ROD decaying type can greatly improve monopole ROD decay of the latter. For these Rydberg

series, there is only possible AS decay channel—re-orientation one ROD. In Table 8, we list the

results of computing the energies E2 (10 cm�1) and widths Г2 (cm�1) of the AS 4f–1j 6s(J12)nsnp[J]

of the Tm atom with n = 25–35, namely, the AS 4f 137=26s1=2ð3Þns1=2½J�, for which the ROD-decay is

the only autoionization decay channel. For comparison, we list the calculated data obtained by

Ivanov et al. (E1, Г1) [32–41] and Glushkov et al. (E, Г3) [6].

In Tables 9 and 10, we list our data on the widths and energies of the Tm AS 4f 137=26s1=2ð3Þnpj½J�

and 4f 135=26s1=2ð2Þns1=2½J�, for which BFD is the only autoionization decay channel. In Table 10,

Figure 3. Position of the low-lying Tm atom 4f16snl ionization limits and scheme of autoionization decay of Tm atom

Rydberg states 4f136snl.

J = 5/2 J = 5/2 J = 7/2 J = 7/2

n Г1 Г3 Г2 E1 E3 E2 Г2 E2

25 1.18 (�5) 1.29 (�5) 1.25 (�5) 4985 4981 4983 1.58 (�2) 4986

26 – – 1.13 (�5) – – 4975 1.34 (�2) 4988

30 5.77 (�6) 6.72 (�6) 6.12 (�6) 4995 4993 4994 3.98 (�3) 4995

33 – – 3.79 (�6) – – 4996 1.58 (�2) 4998

35 – – 3.21 (�6) – – 4998 3.18 (�3) 5000

Table 8. Widths and energies of the Tm AS 4f 137=26s1=2ð3Þns1=2½J�.
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we list our data on the widths and energies (in cm�1) of AS 4f 135=26s1=2ð3Þns1=2½J�, which can

decay in both the ROD and the BFD channels.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a brief review of the theoretical and experimental papers on spectros-

copy of the rare-earth elements of ytterbium and thulium and some results of theoretical

studying their spectra. Computing energy level positions and autoionization resonance

widths and energies is fulfilled on the basis of the generalized relativistic energy approach

and relativistic many-body PT with the Dirac-Kohn-Sham zeroth approximation and accu-

rate accounting for the exchange-correlation and relativistic corrections. Spectral data for

some autoionization resonances, such as the Rydberg ones, or autoionization states with the

double excited valence shell and others are of a great interest as they reveal a sufficiently

(j,J) (3/2, 3/2) (1/2, 5/2) (3/2, 5/2)

n Г2 E2 Г2 E2 Г2 E2

25 4.68 (�5) 49,862 1.40 (�1) 49,858 1.92 (�1) 49,865

26 4.22 (�5) 49,877 1.33 (�1) 49,874 1.75 (�1) 48,979

30 2.42 (�5) 49,939 1.03 (�1) 49,937 1.07 (�1) 49,941

33 1.80 (�5) 49,971 7.54 (�2) 49,968 8.20 (�2) 49,972

35 1.39 (�5) 49,992 5.72 (�2) 49,990 6.59 (02) 49,993

(j, J) (1/2, 7/2) (3/2, 7/2) (3/2, 9/2)

n Г2 E2 Г2 E2 Г2 E2

25 3.72 (�2) 49,848 3.46 (�1) 49,867 3.98 (�1) 49,869

26 3.45 (�2) 49,863 3.24 (�1) 49,884 3.71 (�1) 49,886

30 2.38 (�2) 49,938 2.38 (�1) 49,952 2.62 (�1) 49,953

33 2/12 (�2) 49,961 2.05 (�1) 49,977 2.26 (�1) 49,978

35 1.76 (�2) 49,982 1.56 (�1) 49,992 1.729 (�1) 49,993

Table 9. Widths and energies of the Tm AS 4f 137=26s1=2ð3Þnpj½J� (our data).

J = 3/2 J = 3/2 J = 5/2 J = 5/2

n Г2 E2 Г2 E2

25 2.64 (�5) 5836 5.32 (�5) 5838

30 1.27 (�5) 5845 2.78 (�5) 5846

35 8.89 (�6) 5850 1.54 (�5) 5852

Table 10. The widths (cm�1) and energies (102 cm�1) of the Tm AS 4f 135=26s1=2ð2Þns1=2½J�.
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high complexity of rare-earth elements (in particular, ytterbium and thulium) from the

atomic spectroscopic viewpoint, indicating a rather complex dynamics of the decay of such

states. Namely, these states play an important role in various atomic elementary processes

in plasmas and gases. The Rydberg autoionization states are of considerable interest, for

example, for the creation of new types of lasers, studies on the laser separation of heavy

isotopes and nuclear isomers and the corresponding applications such as an analysis of

trace quantities of rare-earth elements, etc. It should also be noted that the dynamics of the

decay of autoionization resonances in ytterbium, thallium and other rare-earth elements in

an external electromagnetic (laser) field is expected to be extremely complex and unusual. In

any case, further study of the spectra, characteristics of the radiation and autoionization

decay of the autoionization states in spectra of the rare-earth atoms is extremely important

and actual.
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